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Becoming a Yoga teacher 
Being a Yoga teacher can be a very profoundly fulfilling experience. It gives us              

an opportunity to learn about one of the most ancient disciplines that is both              

astute in its philosophy, yet very practical to implement. 

Yoga offers a holistic path to health, well-being and spiritual transformation. Is            

a powerful healing tool. It helps to reduce illness, whether physiological or            

psychological; and offers us a perspective of evolution towards a sustainable           

well-being. 

The process of yoga is also a way of undertaking a pilgrimage to the heart of                

ourselves, source of wisdom and light. In this journey, yoga highlights our own             

character and encourages us to celebrate it. This gives us a way to connect to               

our own source of strength and creativity. 

By going through such an intimate journey of healing, self-empowerment and           

self-awareness, we can learn to respect ourselves and therefore others. 

Consequently, through becoming a teacher of Yoga, we can facilitate others in            

their own journey. 

 

What Is Yoga? 
Yoga is traditionally one of six darshanas, or philosophical systems of Indian            

thought. On the one hand, it is an objective (state of being) and on the other,                

a method for achieving that objective. In modern terms, Yoga can           

fundamentally be defined as the science of consciousness. It is a science            

because it is an experimental process that is based on experience and method             

as opposed to blind faith. Its specificity is to detail a methodology of acquiring              

knowledge by becoming the subject of studies whilst becoming fused with that            

very knowledge. The word Yoga means union: of the individual and universal            

consciousness, a spiritual alignment between the macro cosmos and the micro           

cosmos, the union of the self with the divine or with consciousness. 

In yoga, the essential is not in a belief. The essence of Yoga lies in bodily,                

physical, energetic, mental and spiritual practices. The essential is in personal           

experience. The yoga teacher guides us in the practices, while giving elements            

of theory. And to us, by our practice, to verify, to note the actual reality. “It is                 

real because I have experienced it” can we say then. Yoga is therefore lived as               

a Science where our body is our own laboratory. 

Thus, yoga is a spiritual education that nourishes the soul; whatever our            

orientation, whatever our affiliation, whatever our culture, our origin, our          

religion. 

Yoga directs us to our soul, our essence, without strength, without taboos,            

without beliefs, without pressure or condition. It makes us free and allows us             

to be what we really are. 
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Thus yoga is not a religion, nor is it “against” religions. Yoga respects the              

paths of each one, the choices of each one, the cultures of each one, and               

allows each one to live these choices, these cultures, these ways in a richer,              

complete, responsible and conscious way. 

In summary, religions are essentially based on belief, while yoga is based on             

experience. Nothing is imposed, it is the personal experience supported by the            

theory that leads to the discovery of the inner being.And because we are all              

different, the ways of yoga are diverse. By going through such an intimate             

journey of healing, empowerment and self-awareness, we can learn to respect           

each other and, therefore, to respect ourselves. Despite our differences, yoga           

also teaches the very deep lesson of being connected to ourselves, to others             

and to the wonderful eco-system we inhabit. 

Therefore, by becoming a yoga teacher, we can help others in their own             

journey. 

 

What is Ayurveda? 
 
Ayurveda teaches us how to improve our lives, balance our bodies and minds             

to better achieve “a cessation of the fluctuations of our thoughts”, in other             

words, to achieve the objective of Yoga and to increase our different levels of              

consciousness. Yoga and Ayurveda are two closely related sacred sciences,          

rooted in the Vedic tradition. Ayurveda is the Vedic science of healing for the              

body and the mind. 

  

 

Yoga is the Vedic science of self-realisation, which relies on a well functioning             

body and a calm mind. Both disciplines were developed together and have            

always been used in synergy. Yoga and Ayurveda teach us far beyond the             

standard physical exercises and wellbeing techniques that we have a tendency           

to see today. Nevertheless, these standard techniques are important in that           

they provide the necessary preliminary stages of development that we need in            

order to progress. Yoga and Ayurveda concentrate on the human being in its             
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entirety; they increase awareness not just in the body but also in the mind and               

the soul. Together they respond to our physical health and wellbeing needs as             

much as to the enlightenment of our higher consciousness. 

 

 

 

Teacher training course 
We propose a course that encompasses all aspects of Yoga. 

 

● The science of Raja Yoga, which builds on the authentic traditional           

Ashtanga Yoga: the eight branches (or stages) as defined by ‘The Yoga            

Sutras’ of Patanjali. 

● The study of a postural practice from an Ayurvedic perspective: a Yoga            

practice adapted to the individual whilst respecting their nature, which          

cares about creating the harmony and peace required for the study of            

Yoga. 

● Working on the individual in its entirety, or on the different levels of 

the self (physical, energy, emotional, mental and spiritual) in order to lead us             

to the state of Yoga. 

 

In addition to practice, emphasis will be placed on knowledge and           

comprehension of tradition in order to adapt it to modernity as well as to              

create a bridge between the ancient traditions and modern science. 

By utilising this Vedic system of knowledge combining Ayurveda, Yoga and           

their connected disciplines, we acquire a great number of valuable tools that            

can be applied to our daily lives. These tools enable us to create             

transformation in ourselves and at the same time, on our planet and are keys              

for the next evolution of humanity. 
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This course is suitable for anyone who wishes to teach Yoga or simply to              

deepen their knowledge and practice of Yoga by moving from knowing to doing 

to training. 

 

 

- 300+ Hour Course Consisting of 4 Modules: 

- Module 1: 2 weeks in India (150 hours) 

- Module 2: 1 week locally (50 hours) 

- Module 3: Personal work between modules 1 and 2, 

- Guided by teachers (50 hours minimum) 

- Module 4: Thesis - 40 pages (50 hours minimum) 
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Course content 

Module 1: Training in India 

1.Deep comprehension of Yoga and Ayurveda in the light of Indian traditions 
• Presentation and introduction of Yoga and Ayurveda: the science of          

self-realisation and self healing. 

• Yogic methods: from the physical, sensory, emotional, mental and spiritual to           

the highest points of self-realisation. This includes all methods of healing by            

food, herbs, and exercises; and from lifestyle to meditation practices. 

• The differences between the Vedanta systems of thought, from Samkhya and           

Yoga: 

• Samkhya Cosmology: Purusha and Prakruti and knowledge of the Tattvas          

(soul, mind, sense organs, des motor organs, elements). 

• Tattva Vichara (enquiry on the nature of tattvas) 

• Vedanta: the Atma Tattva Vichara (investigation of the Self) 

• Yoga: Tattva shuddhi (purification of the tattvas). The proper practice of the            

eight branches of yoga until Samadhi. 

• The different paths of Yoga: Jñana, Bhakti, Kriya, Karma and Raja Yoga 

• Ayurveda provides the foundations for good living to better assimilate Yoga           

and the six systems of Vedic philosophy. 
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2.Nutrition and Ayurvedic medicine: A means of understanding our         
relationship with nature and living in harmony with it. 

● Prakriti and Vikruti: individual balance and harmony versus imbalance         

and illness. 

● Doshas: Vata, Pitta, Kapha, individual temperaments and constitutions. 

● Dhynacharya: daily and seasonal routines within Ayurveda. 

● Rasa, Vyria and Vipaka: The effects of different foods on the constitution            

and the mind, the internal nature of food and its qualities. 

● Dietary advice: food as it relates to constitutions, correct lifestyle and           

spiritual development. 

● The doctrine of antidotes against the secondary effects of eating habits. 

● The theory of Pancha Mahabhutas: the five great elements. 

● Gunas: Sattva, Rajas, Tamas, the different states of our mental faculty;           

the three forces of knowledge, vitality and incarnation. 

● The seven Dhatus: the tissues responsible for the efficiency of all the            

systems of the entire human body, its organs and its structure. 

● Agni and Ama: digestive fire and toxins - advice on how to increase             

digestive fire to correct illness, recover health and wellbeing. 

3. A study of occult anatomy according to Yoga and Ayurveda (the energy             
system of the body) 

 
Beyond the simple anatomy of physical yoga, there exists an energy anatomy            

based on the concepts of traditional Indian medicine (Ayurveda) that enables a            

deeper understanding of the anatomy of Yoga as an integral system of            

transformation and not just as simple gymnastics. We will tackle this aspect            

from a practical point of view during our trip to India. 

 

 

 

Principaux nadis dans la tête 

(Chakras de Harish Johari) 
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We shall explore the following concepts: 
• The five pranas/electric forces 

• The five koshas/the five sheaths, their functions and their meaning 

• The organs that correspond to the five senses 

• Prana, Tejas, Ojas/three forces of life/the secrets of yogic alchemy 

• Srotas, Nadis, Marmas, Chakras from a therapeutic perspective 

• Panchakarma/The five purification practices 

• Ayurvedic massage: There will be a practical session given by certified           

practitioners that will enable the foundations of Ayurvedic massage to be           

understood. Abhyanga is essential to rebalance the doshas, to help the body            

in postural practice and the mind for meditation practice. 

 

 

4. Developing the Suryanamaskar (sun salutation) practice 
● 1.Explanation of energy alignments and how they relate to the fascias in            

each posture within the Suryanamaskar practice. 

● 2.The breath and intentions to guide the prana and enable energy to            

circulate within the body. 

● 3.The points to emphasis concentration on each kshetram (energy         

portals of the body). 

● 4.The use of the metronome in each stage of practice to develop Sama             

Vritti or stability. 
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5. Exploration and practice of Asanas and their variations 
1.The application of therapy through Ayurvedic Yoga 

2.The introduction of the five breaths within each aspect of practice, starting            

with the asanas. This is the great originality of our system and has a direct               

impact on the asanas, which can no longer drift into contortion or competition             

with others or with oneself. This also enables asanas to be placed within a              

broader context of practice as a whole - they are the bridges and connective              

threads and not just the sole focus of practice. The same applies to the breath,               

which is taken into account in a much more important and all encompassing             

manner than simple ujjayi. 

 

There will be daily classes in meditation, pranayama, theory of Yoga and 

Ayurveda, Ayurvedic massage workshops and asana and Suryanamaskar 

practice. 
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Module 2: Training post India 

1. Learning the Surya Ashtanga system of Yoga (a Yoga in eight branches             
and not just simple postural gymnastics) 

Here we will study the following notions in depth: 

1-The ethics of Yoga (yama, niyama) 

2-The physical postures (asanas) 

3-Breath awareness (pranayama) 

4-Calming the emotions and the mind (pratyahara/dharana) 

5-Exploration of consciousness (dhyana/samadhi) 

 

2.Learning a module based pedagogic system whilst respecting the         
capabilities of each student (how to teach) 

The great Krishnamacharya said that Yoga should be adapted to the individual            

and not vice versa. Unfortunately most group classes in Yoga studios in the             

west do the exact opposite. We will instruct our future teachers how to             

establish a progressive teaching system that is adapted to the wishes and            

needs of each student, even within the context of group classes. 
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3. Mentoring future teachers as they establish themselves professionally         
(finding new students, website, and the various steps needed to be           
undertaken) 

In contrast to other teacher training programmes, we do not abandon our            

newly certified teachers - we accompany them through the delicate steps of            

establishing themselves professionally: 

● Official steps (different forms of professional status, insurance etc.) 

● Researching studios (class membership cards, accounting etc.) 

● Finding new students (website, communication, maintaining loyalty etc.) 

● International alliance within Surya-World (worldwide network of       

practitioners where students exchange questions and solutions about        

their activities). 

Terms 
This certified teacher-training programme begins on 18th February        

2018 and ends between August and October 2018, during a stay of            

in-depth practice, at the meeting of the teachers of Surya World. This week will              

take place in different Surya centers abroad *. 

The diploma will be sanctioned by the writing of a personal memory on one of               

the aspects of the Yoga (chosen by the student in agreement with the             

pedagogical team of supervision of the formation). 

Places are limited to 21 people to ensure quality education over the duration of              

the training. 

 

* In France and Canada. Possibility of doing local training in another country if              

a minimum of 5 people per group. 

 

The registration deadline is 31 December 2017 
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Module 1 
Travel to India for training from February 18th to March 4th 2018 (150h) 

- includes: airport transfer, breakfast included, yoga instruction, all workshops          

exposed by experts in yoga and ayurveda. 

- does not include: return flight to India, personal expenses, 

personal transportation, visa fees, one meal per day or meal extras. 

Module 2 
Personal work (50h minimum) 

readings and report 

personal yoga and meditation practice 

regular individual interviews with stakeholders 

teaching (friends, family) 

Module 3 
Local training week: (50h) 

(*) This part of the training will be organized in different Surya centers around              

the world according to the number of students per center. 

European students depend on Surya in France. 

Students from the Hemisphere depend on Surya Canada. 

The Asian continent depends on Surya in Reunion. 

The week in France will take place at the end of August; (place in the 

countryside - place to be confirmed). 

If there are few students dependent on one of the centers; we will ask these               

people to choose one of the other places; or we will offer them another format. 

Module 4: 
Memory: 40 pages on a theme chosen in consultation with the teaching team. 

(50h minimum of personal work) 

 

Student Evaluation 
Students will be evaluated and their progress assessed in three important           

criteria over the duration of their course of study: 

 

1. Relationship with the Mentor: The quality of the relationship between           

Student and Mentor is central to Yoga. Regular meetings, the development of a             

personal practice and its evolution over time form an important part of the             

evaluation process. 

 

2. Personal Evolution: Personal evolution is the crux of Yoga; certain basic            

moral and ethical standards must be maintained and followed by the students, 
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apart from their Yoga practice. These changes reflect the personal evolution of            

the student over a period of time. This will be one of the key areas of                

evaluation. 

 

3. Continuing Assessment of Studies: The Trainer will continually evaluate each           

Student’s progress over the course of the program. Evaluations can take the            

form of written/oral presentations, teaching observations, etc. When        

evaluating a Student, the Trainer will take into account not only the Student’s             

level of aptitude, but also their communication skills and their mental and            

emotional maturity and wellness. 

 

Continuing Education 
In order to maintain high levels of teaching, all teachers of Surya Ashtanga             

Yoga are encouraged to continue learning through teaching and their own           

personal practice, and by participating in the various Surya Masterclasses and           

trips to India each year. 

Registration: 
To register, prospective students should demonstrate at least 2 years of Yoga            

practice or knowledge of one of the Indian systems of thought. Send a letter of               

motivation explaining why you would like to embark on this course together            

with a photo of you in a Yoga pose. Upon receipt, we will arrange an online                

interview with one of the course teachers. 

Price: 
3,500 Euros 

Reservation: 1500 Euros cheque deposit, which will be cashed only when the            

training programme has been validated on 15th December 2017 (we will not            

proceed with the course in 2017 with less than 10 students. If this is the case,                

we will return cheques). After this date, the deposit will be due. 

The balance will need to be paid in full before the course begins.  

 

Payments made in full before 31st December 2017: 3,250 Euros 

 

Contact: 
If you are interested, please contact us via email: 

contact@surya-world.org 
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Surya World Teachers: 
 

-  Stéphane Chollet 

-  Karla Chollet 

-  Anthony Marconi 

-  Claudette Ah-Soon 

-  Suzy Mendes 

 

- Yoga et Ayurveda experts in India 

 

http://www.surya-world.org/team- surya/ 

Place of training in India: 
The two-week training in India will take place in the southeastern Indian state 

of Kerala. 
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Testimonies in video  
of our las Yoga teacher training course 

https://youtu.be/_wfxe1NvTy4 
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